
 
1.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice.  

    
  ..… cousin is a good student.                        
     

ა) Jane’s   

ბ) Janes’ 

გ) Janes 

დ) Jane  

 

2.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  Some young people like to do things independently, just by ….. .         

 

ა) him                

ბ) herself           

გ) his    

დ) themselves         

 

3.  Read the sentence and mark the correct answer. 
 
  This kind of experiments are carried ….. in the laboratories.  
       

ა) out  

ბ) without  

გ) up  

დ) of  

 

4.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
  
  One can learn more ….. the environment from different websites.  

 



ა) over  

ბ) about  

გ) of  

დ) in  

 

5.   Read the sentence and mark the correct answer. 
 
  This performance was different …... the one we saw last week. 
   

ა) of  

ბ) off  

გ) from  

დ) to  

 

6.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
   This is ….. place I've ever seen. 

 

ა) the most beautiful  

ბ) most beautiful  

გ) more beautiful  

დ) more beautiful than     

 

7.   Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
   These jeans are ….. those ones. 

 

ა) more fashionable than  

ბ) most fashionable than  



გ) most fashionable  

დ) more fashionable          

 
8.  Read the sentence and mark the correct answer. 
 
  I asked Peter what foreign language …..   
  

ა) does he speak.  

ბ) did he speak.    

გ) he spoke.  

დ) he speak.  

 

 
9.  Read the sentence and mark the correct answer. 
 
  I ..... these shoes since  last winter. 
     

ა) do not wear   

ბ) did not wear      

გ) had not worn     

დ) have not worn  

 

10.  Read the sentence and mark the correct answer. 
 
  At present there ….. some good chocolate factories in Georgia. 

 

ა) are  

ბ) have been         

გ) were  

დ) will be      

 



11.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  I asked Helen ….. Italian.  
          

ა) if she could understand  

ბ) if I could understand  

გ) could she understand      

დ) could I understand  

 

12.  Read the sentence and mark the correct answer. 
 
  Father asked me ….. the door open. 
   

ა) to leaving     

ბ) not leave  

გ) leave  

დ) to leave  

 

13.   Read the sentence and mark the correct answer. 
 
   I ……. my umbrella on the bus and when it started to rain, I got all wet.                  

 

ა) leave  

ბ) leaves  

გ) was leaving  

დ) left  

 

14. Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  At present there ..... several nice hotels in this town. 
        



ა) were  

ბ) has been  

გ) is    

დ) are  

 

 15.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
   We’re going to spend holidays in Mestia. We ..... in a hotel in the center.   

 

ა) stay  

ბ) stayed  

გ) have stayed  

დ) will be staying  

 

16.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  Mother asked me ….. .  

 

ა) be patient  

ბ) being patient  

გ) to be patient  

დ) is patient   

 

17.   Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  About a century ago people ..... this kind of hard work.                       

 

ა) usually do      

ბ) usually did  



გ) does usually  

დ) did usually    

 

18.   Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
   …… I need is a good night’s sleep. 
    

ა) The thing what  

ბ) Which  

გ) What  

დ) That  

 

19.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  Giorgi was ten years old ….. started to work as a lawyer.   
       

ა) why his father  

ბ) so his father  

გ) thus his father  

დ) when his father  

 

20.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  He won one thousand dollars ..… decided to buy a lap-top computer.    
              

ა) as      

ბ) but       

გ) because       

დ) and  

 

 



21.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  Ann wanted to know ….. guests were coming to her party. 

 

ა) were many      

ბ) how many  

გ) as many      

დ) did many   

 

22.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  This building ..... last summer. 
  

ა) was renovated  

ბ) renovate  

გ) is renovated  

დ) renovates  

 

23. Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
In the 19th century English newspapers ..… in this building.          
  

ა) is printed  

ბ) had printed  

გ) were printed  

დ) printed     

 

24.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  I felt very excited ….. I learnt that I was going to London. 

 



ა) because of  

ბ) as soon  

გ) so as  

დ) when  

 

25.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  Everybody liked the final ….. of the committee. 

ა) decide  

ბ) decisive  

გ) decidedly  

დ) decision  

 

26. Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  For some additional ….. you can visit our website. 

 

ა) information  

ბ) informative  

გ) inform  

დ) informant  

 

27.   Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  Alexander the Great ….. India with a large army. 
     

ა) invade  

ბ) invaded  

გ) invasion  



დ) invader  

 

 28.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
   Some people think that a Christmas tree should be real and ….. . 
         

ა) nature  

ბ) naturally  

გ) natural  

დ) unnatural  

 

29.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  I hope you had an ….. evening at the theatre. 
    

ა) enjoy  

ბ) enjoyment  

გ) enjoyable  

დ) enjoyably   

 

30.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  He didn’t like the place as it had quite a noisy and ….. atmosphere. 
          

 

ა) friend  

ბ) friendly  

გ) friendless  

დ) unfriendly  

 

 



31.  Read the question and mark the correct answer. 
 
 - Is this bike very expensive? 

 

ა) We bought it yesterday.  

ბ) I don’t think it is.  

გ) My son likes it.  

დ) I don’t think.     

 

 32.  Read the question and mark the correct answer. 
 
-  What kind of music do you like? 
     

ა) I like music very much.  

ბ) Jazz is my favourite.      

გ) My son likes it.  

დ) Yes, it’s very kind.    

 

 33. Read the question and mark the correct answer. 
 
    - What kind of books does your brother read? 

 

ა) He likes reading.  

ბ) He wants to be a historian.  

გ) He loves the books on history.  

დ) He loves Georgian history.       

 

 34. Where does this dialogue take place? Mark the correct answer. 
   
  -   This dish on the menu looks tasty.     
  -   Would you like to try it? 
  -   It depends how much it is. 



  -   Fourteen Laris. 
  -   It's quite expensive I think. 

 

ა) In a cafe  

ბ) At the market  

გ) At the book shop   

დ) In the library  

 

35.  Read the text and mark the correct answer.  
   
 Harry Potter was very popular among cinema-goers. The film version of the book ‘Harry Potter 
and the Philosopher’s Stone’ broke all the records. It had earned more than one hunred million 
dollars. By 2005 this film was the second biggest money-making film of all times. The film has 
special effects and stars some of the most popular British actors. Harry Potter is played by 
Daniel Radcliffe, a British schoolboy, who has also played in a recent television film of Charles 
Dickens’ novel Great Expectations.   
 
  The text is about: 

 

ა) the Harry Potter books.  

ბ) the screen version of a Harry Potter book.     

გ) actors who play in Harry Potter films.  

დ) the most popular Harry Potter books.     

 

 36.  Read the text and mark the correct answer.  
  
 This happened two years ago when Sally was in the States. When she arrived in Chicago it was 
midnight. Sally asked an airport taxi driver if he knew where the Moonside hotel was. The 
driver said  that the Moonside hotel was quite near and that she could just walk there. So, Sally 
decided to walk, but as she was in a completely unknown place, she soon got lost. In the end, 
Sally saw the police car and asked them to drive her to the hotel.  
 
  When Sally arrived in Chicago airport, she 

 

ა) took a taxi.    



ბ) asked the policeman to drive her to the hotel.    

გ) tried to reach the hotel on foot.             

დ) called a police car.                                  

 

37.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
 Bob wanted to see ….. had changed since his childhood. 

 

ა) as the place  

ბ) when the place  

გ) if the place  

დ) because the place  

 

38.  Where does this dialogue take place? Mark the correct answer. 
     
 -   How many?                                                                                                         
 -   Just two. How much are they? 
 -   Six Laris each.    
 -   When does the film start? 
 -   In about five minutes. Are front seats OK? 

 

ა) At the sports club  

ბ) In the supermarket  

გ) At the movie-theatre   

დ) At the travel agent’s     

 
39. Read the text and mark the correct answer.  
   
All the Harry Potter books which have been published until now have been best-sellers. Almost 
all of them  have  been very popular among children and adults and have been sold in millions 
of copies. The Harry Potter books have been translated into more than one hundred languages 
and over 120 million copies have been sold around the world. They have been translated into 
Georgian too.  
 



The text is about 
   

ა) The author of Harry Potter books.    

ბ) The most popular Harry Potter book.    

გ) The Georgian translation of the book.    

დ) Harry Potter books published so far.  

 

40.  Complete the sentence with the correct choice.  
 
  We took a taxi to the airport ….. . 

 

ა) but  we were in a hurry.  

ბ) and we were in a hurry.  

გ) because we were in a hurry.  

დ) that we were in a hurry.   

 

41.  Complete the sentence with the correct choice.  
 
  When I arrived at the airport ….. . 
     

ა) John waited for me.     

ბ) John wait for me.  

გ) John was waiting for me.  

დ) John will wait for me.  

 

42.  Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
  John had an accident last Sunday because he ..… too fast. 
                         

ა) is driving  



ბ) has driven   

გ) had  driven  

დ) was driving  

 

 43. Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 
 The exact explanation of this rule is given on …..  
                       

ა) the page six           

ბ) page six                 

გ) sixth page  

დ) the six page   

 

44.  Complete the sentence with the correct choice. 
 
  -  Someone was waiting for you in the lobby, but he is gone now.  
  -  Don’t you know ….. ? 
                        

ა) who it was  

ბ) who was it  

გ) who was  

დ) was it  

 

 45. Read the text and mark the correct answer. 
 
The first newspapers were made several hundred years ago. In Britain the first newspapers 
were printed in the 17th century. They were published weekly, had only one page and were 
very expensive. The first newspaper which was sold in very big numbers - one million copies a 
day - was the Daily Mirror. Its owner was Lord Northcliffe. He was the first newspaper owner to 
become very  rich.  
  
The text is about 
                                                                   



ა) newspapers in general  

ბ) Lord Northcliffe   

გ) the first newspapers       

დ) cheap newspapers  

 

  46. Read the sentence and mark the correct choice. 
 

  In ancient times the Olympic Games in Greece ….. by thousands of people. 
  
  

ა) attend  

ბ) were attended        

გ) attended  

დ) have  attended  

 

47.  Complete the sentence with the correct choice.  
 
  If you ….. for this job, I’m sure that you would get it. 
  

ა) apply  

ბ) applied  

გ) had applied  

დ) will apply  

 

 48. Read the text and mark the correct answer. 
 
My friend Mike has different interests but most of all he likes to read books. His room is full of 
Georgian and English books. He has recently started to read books on the Internet too. He says 
that he feels much more comfortable when he is reading an English book on the Internet as, 
while reading, he can find the meaning of new words in the online dictionary and this usually 
takes less time. 
 



Mike enjoys reading books online because 
             

ა) he has a good computer.  

ბ) he doesn’t have ordinary books.  

გ) online books are about adventures.  

დ) this saves his time.  

 

49.  Where does this dialogue take place? Mark the correct answer. 
 
  -   How much is it? 
  -   Five Laris a kilo.  
  -   Can I have one kilo and a half please. 
  -   Yes, of course. 

 

ა) In a supermarket  

ბ) In a bookshop  

გ) In a cafe   

დ) In a museum    

 

 50.  Where does this dialogue take place? Mark the correct answer. 
  
   -   Where can I see detective stories?     
   -   They are on the ground floor. 
   -   And where are the adventure books for children? 
   -   They are on the ground floor as well. And they are quite cheap. 
  

ა) In a library  

ბ) In a bookshop  

გ) At school  

დ) At  home    

 

 

 



pasuxebi 

1. ა)     2. დ)     3. ა)    4.  ბ)    5.  გ)    6. ა)    7.  ა)    8.  გ)     9.  დ)    10.  ა)    11. ა)    12.  დ) 
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